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Description

Exposure of human beings to an excessive amount of ionizing radiation and harmful gases can

be fatal, which is one of the most prevalent occupational hazards. The growing need to measure

the safe amount of radiation a person can be exposed is likely to surge the global dosimeter

market. The increase in the occurrence of industrial accidents due to leakage of radiation is

encouraging the adoption of radiation dosimeters across multiple industries such as chemical,

healthcare, and others. This is expected to surge the global dosimeter market. Industrial sites

and medical organizations are high end-users of dosimeters. Hence, rapid industrialization and

rising cases of patients afflicted with severe diseases such as cancer, are likely to propel the

dosimeter market growth.

The fast-paced expansion of the global dosimeter market can be attributed to the growing

awareness of dosimeters function. The need for dosimeter is maximum at radiation sites.

Increase in the spotting of radiation sites due to the growing number of research and

developmental activities in the field of medicine and modern physics can bolster the dosimeter

market growth. Prominent companies are investing in the production of dosimeters owing to the

surge in its demand across industries that are supporting labor safety. The rising number of

dosimeter producers is likely to increase the revenue generation for the global dosimeter market

growth.
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Moreover, dosimeters are also getting incorporated in gas-detection and measurement devices

that are used in analytical studies. The growing laboratory activities, which frequently use gas-

detectors and related equipment and their enhanced efficiency due to the integration of

dosimeters, are factors that can drive the growth of the global dosimeter market. The stringency

in governmental regulation for controlling radiation at work-place is also expected to augment
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the dosimeter market growth. The availability of a wide range of dosimeters such as radiation

dosimeters, gas-detecting dosimeters, optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dosimeters, and

thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs) is likely to intensify the global dosimeter market growth.

Currently, after radiation dosimeter, gas-detecting dosimeters have gained immense popularity,

followed by thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs), then optically stimulated luminescence (OSL)

dosimeter. However, the lack of awareness of dosimeter can hinder the growth of the global

dosimetry market growth.

North America is likely to lead in the global dosimeter market in the foreseeable future. The

growing cases of cancer and the rising need for the safety of medical personnel exposed to

radiation are likely to surge the North American dosimeter market. Additionally, the emergence

of new nuclear powerplants in North America and the stringency in the government regulations

regarding radiation control are other factors, which are anticipated to spur the regional

dosimeter market growth. In Europe, due to the increase in the installation of a radiation

detecting system across multiple industries is likely to surge the dosimeter market growth. The

European dosimeter market is expected to register a lucrative CAGR in the near future. The

continuous technical upgradations and rapid industrialization in the Asia Pacific region are

factors which are likely to spur the APAC dosimeter market growth. Furthermore, the existence

of renowned dosimeter vendors is also expected to boost the growth of the APAC dosimeter

market.
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